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Abstract. Let w be a word and A a language of a finitely generated free monoid ,~*. We say that 
w is ambiguously covered by A if there exist words a and /3 in A, with a #/3, such that 
w~pref(aA+)npref(/3A+). We show that if A is a three-element code, then any two words 
which are ambiguously covered by A are comparable, i.e., one of them is a prefix of the other. 
This property is characteristic for three-element codes. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of codes was initiated by Schtitzenberger [5] in the 1950s. Since then, 
the study of codes has been an active research area, especially in France, and a 
number of important and nice results have been achieved (cf. [1]). 
Codes can be seen as a basis of free monoids, or, equivalently, as injective 
morphisms of free monoids. Therefore, they constitute a well-motivated and funda- 
mental part of formal language theory. 
The purpose of this article is to provide a property which is characteristic to
three-element codes but does not hold for arbitrary ones. In the ease of two-element 
codes, such a property is 'aperiodicity'. Indeed, a language {x, y} over any alphabet 
is a code if and only if it is aperiodic, i.e., there does not exist a word p such that 
{x, y}c_p*. Consequently, any two-element code has a bounded delay in both 
directions (cf. [4]). 
A three-element code need not have a bounded delay as shown by the code 
{a, ab, bb}. Namely, an infinite word ab ~ can be decoded in two different ways. 
Clearly, ab '° is the only such word. We shall show that this is the case in genera l, 
too: If A is a three-element code without having a bounded elay, then there exists 
exactly one infinite word which can be decoded in two different ways. 
Our result can be stated for bounded delay morphisms as well. Let A be a 
three-element code having a bounded delay. We say that a word w can be 
ambiguously covered by A if w ~ pref(aA +) c~pref(/3A +) for some a and/3 in A 
with a #/3. Now, our result states that any two words w and w', which can be 
ambiguously covered by A, are comparable, i.e., one is a prefix of the other. 
Combining the above two cases we can say that if A is a three-element code, then 
among the words which can be ambiguously covered by A there exists a unique 
maximal one. This word is finite or infinite depending on whether or not A has a 
bounded delay. 
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Examples show that our result is not true for all codes, or even for all four-element 
codes. 
2. Preliminaries 
We shall need very basic notions of formal languages and free monoids only (cf. 
[2, 3, 4]). Mainly to fix our notat ion we want to specify the following. 
A free monoid generated by an alphabet ,Y is denoted by ,Y* and its identity by 
1. We set Z+=,Y* -{1}.  Elements of ,Y* are words. By an o~-word we mean an 
infinite word (from left to right), i.e., a mapping from the set of nonnegative integers 
into Z. The set of all oJ-words is denoted by ,Y% Similarly, we may define A °' for 
each A c_ ,y+. 
For a word x we denote by ]x[ its length and by prefk(x), for k t> 0, its prefix of 
length k: I f  Ixl < k, we set prefk(x)= x. Let x and y be two words. We write x < y 
if x is a prefix of y, and we denote by xy -1 (respectively y-lx) the right (respectively 
left) quotient of x by y. We say that two words x and y are comparable if either 
x < y or y < x holds. Finally, we use the notation x A y for the maximal common 
prefix of the words x and y. Since the operation ^ is associative, no parentheses 
are needed and we can write, e.g., x ^ y A z = X ^  (y A Z). All the above notations can 
be defined, in a natural way, for words in Z*u  ,Y~" as well. 
We call subsets of ,Y* languages. For a language L, the notation pref(L) refers 
to the set of all prefixes of words in L. For two languages L and K, the quotients 
LK -~ and K-~L are defined in a natural way via the quotients of words. 
A language C ={cil i e I}~ ,Y* is a code if C* is free with C as a basis, or 
equivalently, if the morphism h:I*-,,T,* defined by h(i)=ci is injective. We say 
that a code C has a bounded elay p if the following holds: For each words u and 
v in C* and each a and fl in C, if au<flv and [ul>>.p, then necessarily a =ft. In 
particular, bounded delay 0 means that the code is a so-called prefix. Furthermore, 
we say that a code has a bounded elay if it has a bounded delay p for some p I> 0. 
We shall define a few technical notions. Let A be a language and w a word or 
an ~o-word over a finite alphabet ,Y. We say that A covers w if w e pref(A* u A°'). 
Moreover, we say that A ambiguously Covers w if there exist words a and fl in A, 
with a~f l ,  such that wepref(a(A*uA°'))c~pref(f l(A*uA°')).  Let ~m~(A) 
denote the set of all words ambiguously covered by A. 
In the case when A is a code we define for each word w in Z* and each a in A 
the set 
~o~, (w) = {z ~ aA*l  w ~ z, w < z and whenever z = z'/3 
with z' in A* and fl in A, we have z '<  w}. 
Elements in Wot,~(w) are called a-covers of w (with respect o A). By  definition, if 
A has a bounded delay, then for all sutticiently long words w at most one of the 
sets ~o,,~(w), where a ranges over A, is nonempty. 
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3. Main result 
Before stating our main result we show an example. 
Example 3.1. Let A = {ab, aba, babb}. Clearly, A is a code, in fact, it is a so-called 
suffix code. ~,n~(A) can be determined from the graph shown in Fig. 1. 
The nodes of the graph are suffixes of words in A provided with an over- or 
underbar. The arrows of the graph are obtained as follows: First, from the node ab 
we have an arrow to ~ since (ab)-~aba = a. Further, from a node • (respectively 
w) we have an arrow to w-- (respectively .~,') if there exists a word u in A + such 
that w'= w-~u and, moreover, whenever u = u'a with a in A and u' in A +, we have 
tu'l<lwl. 
We call a path in our graph nonterminal if it does not end at a node having no 
outcoming arrows. Then, clearly, ~g,~5(A) contains all words which are obtained 
as products of nodes (without bars) corresponding tononterminal path of the graph, 
and it is contained in the set of all prefixes of words obtained in the same way by 
using all the paths of the graph. Therefore, ~m~(A)= pref(abab(abb)~). 
--~a 
ba 
babb 
bb 
ab 
aba 
a 
w 
babb 
abb 
T J- ab babb ab babb l 
abb 
Fig. 1. 
We proceed with our main result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let A = { a, fl, T} be a code without a bounded delay. Then there exists 
exactly one a)-word which can ambiguously be covered by A. 
Proof. Let 
p=a~'Af l °~Ay °'. 
Since A is a code, p is a finite word; in fact, ]pl~min{la/3l, I/3T[, ]ayl}-l. It also 
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follows that, for each z in A*, if ]z[ ~ Ip[, then p is a prefix of z. We set 
=p- lap  ' ~=p- lBp  " ~/=p-lyp. 
Now, one of the words ~,/3, and ~ is a proper prefix of another, say/3 < ~ and 
t~ #/3. This is because A is a code without a bounded delay. Moreover, by the 
definition of p, we obtain 
prefl(~/) # prefl(t~) = pref~(/3). (1) 
To prove the theorem it is enough to show that there exists at most one t~-word 
which has both a- and B-covers with respect o A = {t~,/3, ~}, i.e., to show that 
card(~A '~ c~ B-,4~) ~ 1. (2) 
For simplicity, we rename ~ = x for all • in ,4. 
We derive a contradiction from the following assumption. 
Assumption. The inequality (2) does not hold. 
This means that there exist two different ~o-words in aA '° c~ BA '°. Therefore, there 
also exist two incomparable words u and v in Z+ such that both of the words 
u ^  v pref~((u A v) - 'u)  and u ^  v prefl((u ^  v)-~v) 
possess both a- and B-covers. We choose u and v in such a way that u A v is as 
short as possible. Clearly, u ^  v # 1. Let the a- and B-covers of u A v prefl((u ^  v)- lu) 
(respectively u A V pref~((u ^ v)-~v)) be a,, and/3,, (respectively sv and By). These 
assumptions are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
u" 
v" 
/ 
~u / 
f l  A 
~B 
~u 
v 
B v \ 
\ 
I UAV ! 
Fig. 2. 
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We identify A with the morphism h :{1, 2, 3}--, 2~* defined by h(1) = a, h(2) =/3, 
and h(3)= 7. By the injectivity of h we may assume that, e.g., 
u ^ v~ h(pref(h-l(c~ov~(u ^ v)))) (3) 
and, in particular, 
au ^  av~ h(pref(h-l({a.,, a~}))). (4) 
Observe here that although the case when a is replaced by/3 is not quite symmetric, 
since we already have/3 < a, it can be handled in the very same way. 
Next, we start to work with the words a., and a~ We recall that 
~u ~ u ^  v prefd(u  ^  v)- lu)  < a.,, 
(5) 
a~ ~ u ^  v prefl((u A V)-lV) < a~, 
and redraw the necessary parts of Fig. 2 (see Fig. 3). 
Let 
p = ^ 
Then it follows from (4) that 
Ih(p)l < ^ sol 
and therefore, by (1) and the definition of p, we conclude that 
h(p)- la, ,  E xA* and h(p)-~a,, E yA* 
for some x and y in {a,/3} with x ~ y. We assume that x = tz; the other possibility 
can be handled in the very same way. Consequently, we have the situation of 
Fig. 4. 
By the choice of u and v, i.e., by the minimality of u A V, we conclude that 
h(p)-~(a,, A av) is a prefix of u A V, and therefore 
(h(p) - 'ax)  A (u ^  v )= h(p)-l(ot,, A a,.,) (6) 
for some x in { u, v}. We assume that this holds for x = v; again the other possibility 
can be handled in a similar way. 
Ot u " 
Ct " 
V 
C~ 
I c~ u ^ a v = u ^ v I 
Fig. 3. 
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h(p) -I 
~U : 
h(p)-1~v : 
I 
I h(p) I - (% ^ %) I 
Fig. 4. 
Next we compare the prefixes of the words /3= (or/3~) and h(p)-la,,, and we 
illustrate this in Fig. 5. 
From (3) it follows (as drawn in Fig. 5) that 
h(p)-i( a= ^  av) ~ h (pref( h-l(a,,))). (7) 
We also have, by (4) and the choice of p, that 
h(p )-l( a,, ^  04,) ~ h(p )-I h (pref(h-i(av))). (8) 
Now we repeat with the pair (/3,, h(p)-lav)) all what we did with the pair 
(a~, av). The situation of Fig. 5 together with (7) and (8) is entirely analogous to 
that of Fig. 3 together with (5). Consequently, we can derive a situation similar to 
that of Fig. 4 and after that using the minimality of u A V we obtain a situation 
similar to Fig. 5. Moreover, the analogies of relations (7) and (8) remain. Indeed, 
if this would not be the case, then we would obtain a contradiction to (3). 
All in all we encounter again a situation similar to Fig. 3 together with (5). After 
repeating the process a finite number of times we obtain, corresponding to the 
situation of Fig. 4, that a ^/3 ~/3, a contradiction to our Assumption. 
Hence, our proof is complete. [] 
-1 
h(p) 
B u : 
OL : 
V 
B 
t h (p ) - l (~  u ^~v ) ! 
Fig. 5. 
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4. Concluding remarks 
In the previous section we established a theorem for three-element codes having 
unbounded delay. Actually, the property of unbounded delay was not really needed 
so that the theorem can be reformulated as follows. 
Theorem 4.1. For each three-element code A there exist words x and y in ,Y* such that 
~&n#(A) = pref(xy'°). Moreover, y is empty if and only if A has a bounded delay. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is applicable here without any essential changes. 
Indeed, what we needed in that proof was the existence of two incomparable (but 
not necessarily infinite) words u and v in zgm#(A). Beside this, some obvious 
modifications, which we leave to the reader, are needed at the beginning of the 
proof. [] 
babbaba 
m 
ba -i babb 
bb 
bbabba ~T 
abba 
babb 
a-bb 
abbbabba /~_ 
- - /  a--b'b'abb% a b bab b 
Z 
b 
ab 
a.__ba 
•b/  ~ aba b ba 
babba bb 
bbabba l l~  
abba 
ab babb 
ab babb 
Fig. 6. 
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We conclude this paper with an example showing that the property of Theorem 
3.2 (or Theorem 4.1) is characteristic for three-element codes and does not hold in 
general, or even for four-element codes. 
Example 4.2. We expand the code A of Example 3.1 to A' = {ab, aba, babb, bbabba}. 
Clearly, A' is still a code, in fact, it is also a suffix code. As in Example 3.1, J~,n~(A') 
can be determined from the graph of Fig. 6, which shows that the structure of 
z~,#(A') is much more complicated than Theorem 4.1 allows. 
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